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Generating Functions for Derivation Trees 
WERNER KUICH 
Institut fiir Mathematische Logik und Formale Sprachen, 
Technische Universitiit Wien, Wien, Austria 
In this paper we consider derivation trees whose edges have attached weights 
0 or 1 and that are generated by weighted context-free grammars with context- 
free level control language. If the level control language isregular, the generating 
function that counts these derivation trees according to number of nodes, 
length of yield and weighted height is rational. The asymptotic behaviour of 
the average weighted height and the average number of nodes is of the form 
gl(n) " n + g2(n), where gl(n) and g2(n) are bounded periodic functions. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider derivation trees that are generated by weighted 
context-free grammars with level control anguage. The edges of these derivation 
trees have attached weights 0 or 1. The weighted length of a path is defined to be 
the sum of the weights of the edges of the path. The weighted height of such a 
derivation tree is defined to be the maximal weighted length of a path from the 
root to a leaf. 
Formally, we proceed as follows. Let K be a denumerable infinite set of nodes. 
Then weighted trees are defined by 
(i) a node k E K is a weighted tree with root h and is denoted by h; 
(ii) if h ~ K and t 1 .... , t~ are weighted trees with disjoint sets of nodes and 
e I ,..., e n E{0, 1}, n ) 1; then the tree with root h having n subtrees t 1 ,..., t~ 
from left to right and weights e 1 ,..., en attached to the edges from h to the roots 
of t 1 .... , t~, respectively, is a weighted tree. It is denoted by h((t l ,  el),..., (t~, e~)). 
The weighted height h(t) of a weighted tree t is defined by 
h(t) = i f  t E K then 0 else i f  t = h((t l  , e~) .... , (t~ , e~)) 
then max (h(ti) q- ei). 
l <~i<~n 
If an edge with weight 0 or 1, respectively, leads from a node to a subtree of 
that node, we call the subtree 0- or 1-subtree, respectively. If there is no node in 
a weighted binary tree that has two 0-subtrees, we call it a traversable weighted 
binary tree. 
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Hence traversable weighted binary trees are weighted trees defined by 
(i) k ~ K is a traversable weighted binary tree; 
(ii) if k ~ K and t l ,  t 2 are traversable weighted binary trees with disjoint 
sets of nodes then k( ( t l ,  0), ( t2 ,1 ) ) ,  k((t  1 , 1), ( t2 ,0) )  and k( ( t l ,  1), ( t2 ,1 ) )  
are traversable weighted binary trees. 
To define the traversal of a traversable weighted binary tree we have to intro- 
duce the following notations. The root of a traversable weighted binary tree t 
is denoted by w(t) and if t = k( ( t l ,  ea), (t2, e2) is a traversable weighted binary 
tree then 
no(w(t)) -~ if e 1 = 0 then t 1 else if  e 2 = 0 then t 2 else A 
nl(w(t)) -~ i f  e 1 = 1 then t 1 else t2 
n2(w(t)) = if  e a = 1 and ee = 1 then t 2 else A 
denote subtrees, if they exist or the empty tree A, which by definition is no 
traversable weighted binary tree. 
The weights of a traversable weighted binary tree control the traversal of the 
nodes of the tree in so-called mixedorder. 
I f  t : k( ( t l ,  0), ( t2,  1)) or t = k( ( t l ,  1), (t  2 , 0)) the traversal proceeds in 
a generalized preorder mode: 
visit w(t) = k; push down w(t) onto a stack; traverse nl(w(t)); 
pop up the stack; traverse no(W(t)). 
I f  t = k((t  1 , 1), (t 2 , 1)) the traversal proceeds in postorder mode: 
push down w(t) onto the stack; traverse nl(w(t)); traverse n2(w(t)); 
pop up the stack and visit w(t). 
The word visit means to do whatever activity is intended. 
Obviously, the weighted height of a traversable weighted binary tree equals 
the maximum size of the stack during mixedorder traversal of that tree. 
proc MIXEDORDER (t) {traversable weighted binary tree t}; 
i f  n~(w(t)) v~ A then 
begin if  no(w(t)) ~: A then begin VIS IT  (w(t)); M IXEDORDER (nl(w(t))); 
MIXEDORDER (no(w(t))) end 
else begin MIXEDORDER (n~(w(t))); 
MIXEDORDER (n2(w(t))); VISIT (w(t)) end 
else VIS IT  (w(t)) end. 
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The algorithm MIXEDORDER covers four well-known special cases of 
traversing binary trees: 
(1) All subtrees are 1-subtrees. The algorithm describes (the usual) 
postorder traversal. 
(2) All left subtrees are 1-subtrees, all right subtrees are 0-subtrees. The 
algorithm describes (the usual) preorder traversal. 
(3) All left subtrees are 0-subtrees, all right subtrees are 1-subtrees. The 
algorithm describes reserve of postorder traversal (Knuth, 1973, p. 329, 
exercise 4). 
(4) Weights are attached as follows: 
If a node has two subtrees of equal weighted height the left subtree is a 
1-subtree and the right subtree is a 0-subtree. 
If a node has two subtrees of unequal weighted height, the subtree with larger 
weighted height is a 0-subtree and the remaining subtree is a 1-subtree. 
Then the algorithm describes traversaI in economicaI order (FIajolet, Raoult, 
Vuillemin, 1979; Kemp, 1979a). 
To give an example, let A, B, C, D, E, F, G be nodes and 
t~ = A((B((D, 15, (E((F, 15, (G, 15), 15), 15, (C, 1)) 
t 2 = A((B((D, 1), (E((F, 15, (G, 07), 0)), 1>, (C, 07) 
t a = A(<B(<D, 0>, <E(<F, 0>, <G, 1>), 1>), 0>, <C, 1>) 
t~ = A((B((D, 1), (E((F, 1>, (G, 0)), 0)), 0), (C, 1)) 
Then the nodes are visked in the following order: 
t l :DF GEBCA 
t~:ABDEF GC 
t~:ACBEGFD 
t4 :ACBDEF G 
postorder 
preorder 
reverse of postorder 
economical order 
In a similar manner, an algorithm for a generalized inorder traversal of a 
traversable weighted binary tree could be defined (see Kuich (1980)). 
Given a weighted context-free grammar with context-free level control 
language, we compute generating functions that count the generated derivation 
trees according to number of nodes; number of nodes, which are not leaves; 
length of yield and weighted height. If the Ievel control language is regular these 
generating functions are rational, and hence the powerful theory of rational 
functions (Salomaa nd Soittola, 1978) comes into play. We then examine the 
asymptotic behaviour of the average weighted height and the average number of 
nodes that are not leaves of the derivation trees generated by a weighted context- 
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free grammar with regular level control anguage and show that these quantities 
have an asymptotic representation f the form gz(n) • n + g2(n), where g~(n) and 
g2(n) are bounded periodic functions. 
1. PREL IMINARIES  
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions concerning 
formal grammars and languages as stated in Salomaa (1973) and formal power 
series as stated in Salomaa nd Soittola (1978). For more background the reader 
is referred to Kuich, Prodinger, and Urbanek (1979). 
A weighted context-free grammar is a quadruple G = (#, 27, R, S), where q) 
and 27 are disjoint alphabets, S ~ ¢, and R is a finite subset of q) X ((~ u ZT) x 
(0, 1})*. The elements of ~b, 27 and R, respectively, are called nonterminals, 
terminals, and productions. The productions in R are labelled by r 1 , r 2 ,..., riR I 
and are written rm: Am-+ am, 1 ~ m ~ ] R l, if (X m , am) is the production 
with label r m . 
Let l > 0 be fixed and L = (0, 1,..., l}. The direct level derivation ~1 ..... ~, l, 
r% ~ R, 1 ~ m -~ n, u eL  is a relation over (q~ u Z u q) × L × L)* and defined 
by e~ ~ .~ l fi iff 
~ i 1 . . . . .  i n 
(i) a • O,o(A ~ , t, A) al "" (Xn-l(dn , t , j~)%,  am ~ (q) U Z)*,  0 < m <~ n, 
and 
where 
B m (B m e m r~ : n .~-+ ( ~ , ~ m) . . .  ~,~ , ~) ,  1 <~ m <~ n, 
~oCl l  1 n n 
. . . . . . . . .  CsnoG~ = C~cq otn_lC 1 , 
C~ m = Bs m, if Bs m a Z or ]'., + es m =1,  
= (Bs% e, Jm + es '~) otherwise, 
i ~m ~n,  1 ~<s ~s~,  and 
or  
(ii) 
(~m @ ~* ,  
e = max( t , j~-} -Gml  1 ~ m ~n,  1 ~s  ~s~} 
(~ = OLO~IOL 1 " '"  Otn_lAnOt n 
B m e m 0 ~ m ~ n, r i~ :A  m- -~(B i  re,el m) " ' (  s~., ,m), l~m~n,  
and 
l o t  Ol n n /~ ~ (~oC11 ""  Cs  I 1 " '"  n - lC1  " '"  Csn° tn  , 
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where 
C~ ~ = B~ "~ if Bs "~ ~ Z or es m = 1, 
= (Bfl ~, e, e~ ) otherwise, 
1 ~m~n,  1 ~<s ~<s~, and 
In both cases 
e = max{e~'~] 1 ~m~n,  1 ~s~sm}.  
u = 1, i f f ie(q~ W Z)*q)(~ U 2:)*, 
= e, i f f i  eZ* ,  
= 0 otherwise. 
Let h > 0 fixed. Then 
Oe,~ = {~+(OUq~ ×LwO ×L ×Lu2J )*  [ I a(~)l ~k}  
and 
R~,t----{ri, . . . .  .. .. i,~[e% e%~gae,~,n~k,  ueL ,  rl : Ai.-->~xi aR ,  1 ~m<~n},  
where a : (~uq)  xLuq5 xL  xLuZ)* - - * (¢U~ xL  Uq~ xL  xL )* i s  
the homomorphism defined by e(X) = X if X 6 q3 u q~ X L <9 q5 X L × L and 
e(X) = e if X c E, and ] fi [ denotes the length of the word ti- 
The mappings 
are defined by ~ 'z (v )  = fi iff 
(i) ~r = eand~ =f i ,  or 
(ii) ~r = r m -" r (j), j >~ l, and there exist Yl ..... Y~+I ~ Ck,z, such that 
Yl = c~, YJ+I ~/3  and Yi ~,-(~ l Yi+l, 1 ~ i ~< j. 
The mapping .rk,z will be undefined if no such/3 exists. Let ~s  k'~ be denoted by 
T a',z. Then 
is called the (k, l)-level label language of G. 
Given a language C C_ HL1~,7,(G), the language 
L~(G)  = {w I TT~"~(~) = w, ~ ~ C} 
is called the language generated by G with (k, l)-level control anguage C. 
643/45/z-7 
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The language L~'~(G) is generated (k, l)-unambiguously by G with C iff the 
restricted mapping 
T~'~: C -~ Lkc'Z(G) 
is bijective. 
Let 7r~r' E HLk't(G),  i.e., ~r is a prefiex of an element of the (k, /)-level label 
language. Denote by p(~r) the derivation tree that is generated by ~r. The tree p(~r) 
is defined as follows: 
(i) if rr ~ e, then the tree p(Tr) consists of one node only that is labelled 
by S. 
(ii) if ~r = r ~Rk.z ,  r: S~ (A1, el) -" (.d~, e~), then the tree p(~r) 
consists of the root labelled by S, n nodes labelled from left to right by A~ ,..., d~ 
and edges from S to A~ ,..., d~ with weights e~ ,..., e~. 
(iii) if 7r = w~r and ~k'z(~h) = ao(A~, t,j~)a~ "" a~_~(_d~, t , j~)~n,  
~E(~w2; )* ,  0~<m~<n or TT~,~(~) = ~oA~'"~_~A~,  ~Z* ,  
r .U . B m e m 0 ~rn  ~<n,r  = ~ ...... , r%:~/~- -~(B~%e~ m) ' ' - (  ~ , ~,~), 1 ~m ~<n, then 
the nodes ofp(~r) are given by the nodes ofp(~h) augmented by s~ ~- s~ ~- -" ~- s~ 
nodes labelled from left to right by B J  ~, 1 ~ s ~ s~, 1 ~ m ~< n. The edges of 
p(qr) are given by the edges of P(~h) augmented by s~ ~- s~ ~- ".  4:- sn edges from 
the nodes of P(~h) labelled by A~,  1 ~ m ~ n, to the nodes labelled by B~ ~, 
1 ~ s ~ s,~, having attached weights ~ ~ e n en e l  , ' "~  es  1 ~ ' "~ 1 ~" '~ s n • 
I f  C C_ HL~,~(G), the set of derivation trees T~,~(G, C)  generated by G with C 
is defined by 
T~,~(G, C) = {0(~) / ~ ~ C}. 
More exactly, T k. Z(G, C) contains one tree of each equivalence class induced by 
isomorphism. 
Obviously, 
p: C -~ Tk'~(G, C) 
is a bijective mapping, such that 
y(P(,0) = ~e~,~(~), ~ e c, 
where y(p(~r)) denotes the yield of p(~r). 
Let ~r~r' ~HLk,Z(G). Then g(p(~r)) denotes the weighted height of p(~r). 
Let h: R'k, ~--~ N, where N denotes the non-negative integers, be the homo- 
morphism defined by h(r? i ) z u. 
L~MMA 1. Let ~rTr' ~ HL~'~(G), ~k'~(~r) = c~. 
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(1) 1f 01 = Ola(A,, t,j,) 011 “’ ol,-r(A, , t,jn) CL, , n > 1, olwl E (@ u Z):)“, 
0 < m < n, theng(p(rr)) = h(n) $ t. Furthermore the weighted length of the path 
from the root to the node labelled by A, is h(n) + j, , 1 < m < n, and the weighted 
length of a path from the root to a node labelled by a nonterminal of 01~01~ ... cyl? is 
h(r) + 1. 
(2) If a = c+,Ap, ... CX,-~A~O~, , n 3 1,01~ E .E*, 0 < nz < n, theng(p(v)) = 
h(r). Furthermore the weighted length of any path from the root to a node labelled 
by A, , 1 < m < n, is h(r). 
(3) i’f oi E Z*, then&(r)) = h(v). 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the length of n. 
(i) n = E. Theng(p(s7)) = h(T) = 0. 
(ii) 57 = n-g. 
(a) Y7c,z(7r,) = CL&~, , t,j,) a1 ... ol,-r(An , t,jn)an , n >, 1, 01, E (@ U 2)*, 
0 < m < n, r = rFl> ,,,, i,, Y<,: A, --) (B1”, elm) ... (BT%, e:), 1 < m < n. 
Then ‘zP”~~(~T) = 0$‘,1 ... CALM, ... +-rCln ... CFfiol,, where 
if B,” E 22 or jm + eSm = 1 
otherwise 
and e = max{t, jm + esm. j 1 < m < n, 1 < s < s,}. 
(1) There exists a Ccl = (B;Tl, e, jml + ey:). Then u = 0 and h(r) = h(q). 
The weighted length of the path from the root to the node labelled by Bcl is 
h(a) + jml + e2)4’. 
If Czz = Bf2 E @, then the weighted length of the path from the root to the 
node labelled by B,“,z is h(r,) + jm, + et2 m2 = h(r) + 1. By induction hypothesis, 
the weighted length of a path from the root to any node labelled by a nonterminal 
of oI@!i ... 01, is h(r) + 1. 
If t 2 max{ jm + eSm / 1 < m < n, 1 < s < s,), then the weighted height 
remains unchanged, i.e., g(p(r)) = g(p(ni)) = h(m,) + t = h(v) + e. Otherwise, 
let jm3 + eta = max{jm + eSm / 1 < m < n, 1 < s < s,> > t; then the path 
from the root to the node labelled by BT 33 is of maximal length and g(p(r)) = 
h(w,) C jmB + $3 = h(r) + e. 
(2) Y'"J(?T)E(@ u z)*@(@ u q*. Then u = 2 and h(v) = h(r,) + 1. If 
(2:’ = Bcl E @‘, then j,r,,l + eyl = 1 and the weighted length of the path from 
the root to the node labelled 6y the nonterminal BT equals h(nl) f I = h(r). 
By induction hypothesis, the weighted length of a path from the root to any 
node labelled by a nonterminal of 01~01~ ... ollz equals h(v,) + E = h(v). Further- 
more g(p(a)) = h(r.,) + I = h(a). 
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(3) !Fz(n) E Z*. Then u = max{t, esfla 1 1 < m < n, 1 < s < s,}. Hence 
‘Ma = &d + * = h(4 
(b) 3Y”“+z(~I) = ol,,A,olr ... ol,-rAn~, , n 2 1, a,~Z1*, O<m<n, A,E@, 
1 < m < n is dealt with in a similar manner. 
LEMMA 2. HLks2(G) is regular. 
Proof. Let K = {a 1 / 01 1 < R, 01 E (@ u @ x L x L)*) and M = (K, R,,, , 6, 
S, {c}) be the incomplete finite deterministic automaton, where S(o1, T:,..,,~,) = 
a(Y~‘z(ru 21,.,,,i,)). Then S(oi, W) = ~(yllC,~(~)), rr E I?&. Hence n E T(M) iff 
S(S, P) EF iff u(!Wz(~)) = E iff 71 E HLfizz(G). 
Note that 6(g, r) is undefined if q = E. 
The language L:‘(G) is generated by a weighted context-free grammar with 
level control language C in non-cyclic form iff 7rIrrz%a E C for infinitely many 
i > 0 and Y”*z(n,) = 01, Y$‘(v~) = 01 imply ~a = E. 
This definition makes sure that each word of L2’(G) is the yield of only a 
finite number of derivation trees. 
LEMMA 3. Let G = (dj, -C, R, S) be a weighted context-free grammar and 
C C HL”s”(G) be context-free (regular). Then there exists C, C C such that 
(i) C, is context-free (regular). 
(ii) L:;(G) = L;‘(G). 
(iii) L21z(G) g zs enerated by G with C, in non-cyclic form. 
(iv> each r E C has a factorization 7~ = n,$p-; *.. mqr: , where Yk*z(ri) = 
S = olO, Yt>z(nj+l) = c+~, Yfj>:l(~j+l) = ~l~+~, 0 <j < Y, such that vrl’rr, ... rq E C,. 
Proof. The level control language C, is constructed as follows: By Lemma 2 
let M = (K, R k,I , 6, S, (~1) be the incomplete finite deterministic automaton 
accepting HL”sz(G). Let 
D = {,rrl~ps E HL”,‘(G) 1 rs # E, S(S, 7iJ = ~(a), 6(a(o1), rJ = o(a), 
Yk,z(Tl) = 01) Y,“*z(7f,) = a>. 
A proof following the lines of the proof of Lemma 7 of Kuich, Prodinger, and 
Urbanek (1979) yields that D is regular and C, = C n (HL*,Z(G) - D) satisfies 
the propositions of Lemma 2. 
Inutuitively, the set D contains a “small” set of controlwords to be excluded, 
such that the generated language remains unchanged and by (iv) each derivation 
tree ofL:‘(G) has a “similar” derivation tree of L%:(G). 
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2. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
In the sequel let G = (@, .Z, P, S) b e a weighted context-free grammar, 
C c EYE”,“(G) context-free, K, 1 > 0 fixed, such that L2’ is generated in non- 
cyclic form. 
Let xi: R$,, -+ N, i = 1, 2, 3 be the homomorphisms defined by xi(r) = 
IT(~, x2(y) = I44 x&f) = I a 1, if 
and (Y = o?ro+, . ..cd.E(cD xLuZ)*, where T: (@ x L u Z)* + ,T?Y* is the 
homomorphism defined by 7(X) = E, if X E @ x L and T(X) = X if X E .Z. 
It is obvious that for each ‘in E HLksz(G), xi(n) equals the length of the yield of 
p(r), X*(W) + 1 equals the number of nodes of p(a) that are not leaves and 
x3(~) + 1 equals the number of nodes of p(n). 
Since xa(n) = xl(~) + x2(~) we consider in the sequel xi(n) and x2(n) only. 
Denote by p(p(n)) the number of nodes of p(n) that are not leaves. Then 
x~~~~=~~~b(~Nl and x2(4 = ~644) - 1. 
fi;,,z,,(G, C) C Pz(G, C) be the set of trees of weighted height n, , 
number of nodes that are not leaves n2 and length of yield n. Since L?‘(G) is 
generated in non-cyclic form, the sets Tt;f,2,,(G, C), n, , n2 , n > 0, are finite 
and hence G,,~~,~ = I T,“$,,dG, C)l exist. 
Let 
yl, y$, x complex variables, be the generating function of the numbers anl,nz,n. 
The sum a, = Cn”,=oC&o anl,n8,n exists for each n 3 0. 
If f(y, , y2 , x) is analytic then f (1, 1, z) = Czz=, a,z” is the generating 
function of the numbers a, . If L>‘(G) is generated (k, E)-unambiguously, then 
f (1, 1, z) is the structure generating function of L:‘(G) as defined in Kuich 
(1970) (see also Kuich and Maurer (1971) and Kuich and Shyamasundar (1976)). 
Define the average weighted height s, of derivation trees with yield of length n, 
considering all such trees to be equally likely, to be 
I 
and 
s 12 = A0 go nlan,,n,,nlan if an > 0 2 1 
S -0 1z- if a, = 0. 
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Define the average number t,~ of nodes that are not leaves of derivation trees 
with yield of length n considering all such trees to be equally likely, to be 
and 
tn = ~, ~ n2a~,~2,~/a  if a~>0 
n2=O ~tl:O 
t~ =0 if a~=0.  
I f / (Y1,  Y2, z) is analytic, then 
and 
and hence 
' ~ lan l ,n2 ,nY l  Y2 Z 
n=0 n~l=0 nl=O 
n2an l ,n~,ny  1 y Z 
n=0 n2=0 nl=O 
f~(Yn ,Y12, z) = ~ b~z ~, 
where 
b~ = 
f~(Yl l  ,Y12, z) = ~ c,z ~, 
n=O 
co 
~ i nlaa I. . . . . .  en = i i n2anl,n2,n •
~2=0 ~i=0 ~2~0 nl=O 
Our goal is to compute f (Y l ,Y2 ,  z), s~, tn, n ~ 0 and the asymptotic 
behaviour of s~, t~ with n --+ or. 
1. The Level Control Language C is Regular 
Let M = ({q0, ql ..... q,}, Rk,,, 8, ql, (q0}) be an incomplete finite deter- 
ministic automaton generating C. Without loss of generality M has exactly one 
final state and S(qo, r) is undefined for all r c Rk,, • 
According to Salomaa and Soittola (1978) define the (t + 1)× (t + 1) 
matrices A(r) = (ai~(r)), r ~ Rk.~ by 
a . ( r )  = 1 i f  ~(q, ,  r) = qj ,  
O~i , j~t .  
= 0 otherwise 
If ~r = r(1)r (2) ... r (~)~Rk*~ , define A(~r) = A(r m) ... A(r(S)). Then the 
characteristic series of C is given by 
char C = ~ elTA(~r) edr ,
where e i is the ith (t @ 1)-column vector of unity. 
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Let Qa = ~r~R~,~A(r)r.  Then by Salomaa and Soittola (1978) char C = 
elTQl+eo . Since ao~(r ) = 0 for 0 ~< j ~< t, r ~ Rk.z, Q1 has the form 
where Q is a t × t-matrix and 0 are zero matrices. Hence 
0 0 0 , Q +e0 = + (0 Q+))(, ) 
where I is the matrix of unity, and 
char C = ef ( I  q- O+)q 
is a formal power series which equals the first component of the solution of the 
system (xl) X=q+QX,  x= " . 
Xt 
Denote by c({yl,y2, z}*) the free commutative monoid generated by 
{Yl, Y2, z}. Let 
be the homomorphisms defined by 
i = 1,2,3 
h(r) y~(r), zX~(r), %(r )  = y~ , w( r )  = ~a(r) = r e R~,, . 
Then ~q(rr) = y~(O(-)), ~o2(~r ) = y~(O(~)l-1, %(rr) = zlV(o(-))l, rr e C. 
Let 9(r) = 91(r) 92(r) %(r), then 
and 
~(charC) ~ ~ ~ . . . .  - ' z  "~ = a,~.,~2.,~y 1 Y~ ,
ft=O ,a2=O nl=O 
f (Y l ,Y2 ,  z) = Y2' ~o(char C). 
Since L~'Z(G) is  generated in non-cyclic form, the elements of ~o(Q) t are quasi- 
regular and Theorems IL l l .5  and II.4.2 of Salomaa nd Soittola (1978) imply 
f (Y* ,  Y2, z) ~ [Nrat(@({yl, Y2, z}*)}}. 
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Furthermore, 9~(char C) is the first component of the solution of the system 
hence 
x = v(q) + v(Q)X, 
f (Ya  , Y2 , z) = y2ear(I q- ~o(Q+)) ~(q). 
Let S(y  a ,Y2, z) = 9(Q), s(y 1 ,y2, z) = 9(q). Since L~'~(G) is generated in 
non-cyclic form, S(y l ,  Y2,0) is nilpotent and hence 
f (Ya  , Y2 , z) = Y2 " ear( / --  S(y l  , Y2 , z))- ls(Ya , Y~ , z). 
Let S(ya , y~ , z) = (si~(yl , y~ , z)) and s(ya , Y2 , z) = (Sio(Yl , Y2 , z)), 1 ~ i, 
j ~< t. Then 
f (Ya ,  Y~, z) = Y2" det-l( I --  S (y l ,  Y~, z)). 
Slo(y~ ,y2, z) -h2(ya  ,y~, z) ... 
S2o(Ya,Y2, z) 1 -- s~2(y 1 ,y2 ,z )  "'" 
Sto(y 1 ,ye ,  z) --s*2(Ya ,Y2,  z) "" 
--sat(ya , y2 , z) 
--s~t(Ya ,Y2, z) 
1 - -  stt(y I ,Y2,  z) 
THEOREM 1. The generating function f (Ya , Y2 , z) of the derivation trees that 
are generated by a weighted context-free grammar with regular level control language 
in non-cyclic form and counted according to weighted height, number of nodes that are 
not leaves and length of yMd is given by 
f (Ya  , Y2 , z) = y~ . ear(I - -  SCyl , Y2 , z)) - lS(y l  , Y2 , z). 
2. The Level Control Language C is an Unambiguous Context-Free Language 
Let G = (~b, Z', R, S) be a weighted context-free grammar and C C HL  k,~(G) 
an unambiguous context-free language, such that L~c'Z(G) is generated in non- 
cyclic form. 
Let H = (1, Rk,~, P, 7"1) be an E-free context-free grammar generating C
unambiguously, where / '  =-{T a,..., Tt} and P = {Ti- -~ai ,~[1 <~ i <~ t, 
1 <~j <~ si}. Without loss of generality assume ai,~ ~ I', 1 <~ i <~ t, 1 <~j <<. si .  
Let T i ~- ~js~= 1 ai.~ , 1 ~ i <~ t, be the proper algebraic system of equations 
induced by H, where T1,... , Tn are variables and 5qjs'__ 1 ~i,j are in N((R~,z u f')*). 
By Theorem IV.I.1 and Theorem IV.1.5 of Salomaa and Soittola (1978) this 
system has a unique solution in quasiregular series and the first component of 
the solution equals char C. 
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Since char C ~ char HLk,~(G), the series ?(char C) exists and is the strong 
solution of the system 
$i 
Xi ~- 2 ~((Xi,j), 1 ~< i ~< t, 
j= l  
where 50(Ti) = xi . 
Hence, by Theorem IV.6.4 of Salomaa and Soittola (1978), 50(char C) and 
f (Yl , Y2 , z) -= Y2 " 9( char C) are N-semi-algebraic. 
THEOREM 2. The generating function f (Yl , Y2, z) of the derivation trees that 
are generated by a weighted context-free grammar with unambiguous context-free 
level control language in non-cyclic form and counted according to weighted height, 
number of nodes that are not leaves and length of yield is N-algebraic and given by 
f (Y l  , Y2 , z) = y~ . ~v(char C), 
where char C is the strong solution of the system 
s i 
X i  = Z ~(C~i,J) ' 1 ~ i <~ t. 
j= l  
LEMMA 4. Let L~c'~(G) be generated by a weighted context-free grammar with 
infinite unambiguous context-free l vel control language C in non-cyclic form. Then 
there exist constants c > 0 and dl , d 2 with 0 < d 1 < d 2 such that 
(i) O <~ s~ <~ e . (n+ l) 
and if  t~ > 0 
(ii) d l 'n<~tn<~d2. (n+l  ). 
Proof. Let t be the number of states of an incomplete finite deterministic 
automaton accepting HL~,~(G). 
Let ~v = r(1)r (2) ... r (~) ~ C C_ HL~,~(G). Since L~'~(G) is generated in non- 
cyclic form, for each s, 0 ~< s ~< m --  t 
Xl(r (s+l) "'" r (s+t)) ~ l. 
Hence I ~r I ~< t(xl(7r) + 1). Since h(~r) ~< 1 "l ~r l, h(~r) ~< t" l • (Xl(Tr) + 1) and by 
Lemma 1 g(p(Tr)) < C(y(p(~r)) + 1), where c = t" I. 
Hence Z~(p(~)) . . . . .  cg(p(Tr)) ~ am" c" (n + 1). Since 
y(p(¢r))=n,neC n2=O nl=O 
the first part of the lemma is proven. 
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The proof of the second part of the lemma is based on the fact that ~k,r(~r) = 
and [o(o)1 ~> 1 implies [~r [ ~< Xa(rr) •Hence 
w ~ C implies p ~r I -- 1 ~< X2(w). 
Furthermore, x2(r) ~< k for reRk ,  ~ and hence X2(w) ~< h ' l~r l ,  weC.  Let 
s = max{x,(r ) l r ~ Rk,z}. Then Xl(W) ~< s "] ~r I. 
Hence X~(W)/s -- 1 ~< X~(W) ~< k" I w I ~< k-  t .  (x~(w) q- 1) for 7r ~ C and 
d I " XI(qT) ~ X2(Tr) -~ 1 ~ d 2 • (Xl(qg) -~ 1), 
where dl =s  -1, d2 =-k ' tq -1 .  
This implies 
d~-y(p(~)) ~< P(P('0) ~< 4"  (Y(P(~))+ 1). 
Hence a n " d 1 " n ~ E~(o(~)) . . . . .  c p(p(w)) ~ a~ " a 2 . (n q- 1). Since 
~, p(p(Tr)) = ~ ~ n z "anl,no,n ,
y(o(~r))=n,zteC n2=0 nl=O 
the second part of the Lemma is proven. 
By Lemma 4, the following Theorem 3 can be proved along the lines of the 
proof of Theorem 3 of Kuich, Prodinger, and Urbanek (1979). It is a generaliza- 
tion of Theorem 3 of Kemp (1979b). 
THEOREM 3. The asymptotic behaviour of sn and t n of derivation trees that are 
generated by a weighted context-free grammar with regular infinite level control 
language in non-cyclic form is given by 
s,~ ~ g(n) • n 
and 
t .  ~ gl(n) " n + g2(n), 
where g(n), gl(n), g~(n) are bounded periodic functions. 
EXAMPLE (taken from Kemp (1979b)). 
Let G = (¢, Z', R, Xo) , where 
q5 = {Xo, X~, X2, .323, X4, A~5, Xe}, Z' = {a, b, c} 
and 
R = {rl: X o --~ (21 ,0 ) (X~,  1), r2: X~ -+ (X3 ,0) (X6 ,1) ,  
r~: G ~ (x~, 0)(x4, l), r4: G ~ (G ,  0 ) (G ,  I), 
rs: X~ ~ (c, 1), r6: X~ - -  (a, 1), r,: G ~ (b, 1), 
rs: X 5 --~ (c, 1), r9: X 6 ~ (X l ,  0 ) (X4 , 1)}. 
Letk  =4,  l=2 .  
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The following direct level derivations are needed for the construction of the 
incomplete finite deterministic automaton accepting HL4,2(G). The number on 
the left gives the row of the matrix corresponding to the word of the left side of 
the derivation. 
1: Xo ~ (G,  1, o)(G, 1, 1) 
2: (X~, 1,0)(X2,1, 1) ~ (X 3 , 2, 0)(X o , 2, 1)(X 5 , 2, 1)X~ I 
(X~, 2, O)(X,, 2, 1)(X 5 , 2, 1)X~ [ 
(X~, 2, O)(X 6 , 2, 1)c [ (X~, 2, O)(X~, 2, 1)c 
3: (323,2, O)(X 6 , 2, 1)(X~, 2, 1)X z ~ a(X~, 2, 1)X, cXz 
4: (X 3 , 2, O)(X4,2, 1)(X 5 , 2, 1)X2 ~ abcX2 
5: (X 3 , 2, O)(X o , 2, 1) ~ a(X~, 2, 1)X 4 
6: (Xa, 2, O)(X 4 , 2, 1) ~ ab 
7: (X~, 2, 1)X4X~ ~ (X3,2,  1) X6XaXz I (X.~, 2, 1) X~X4Xz 
8: (X~, 2, 1) X6X4X~ ~ aX6X4X2 
9: (&,  2, 1)x~x~G ~ aX~X~X~ 
10: X6X~X ~ ~ (X~, 1, O)(X~, 1, 1) b(X 5 , 1, 0)(322,1, 1)[ 
(G ,  1, o)(x~, 1, 1)b~ 
11: X4X4A~ ~ bb(Xs, 1, 0)(322,1, 1) I bbc 
12: (X~, 1, O)(X~, 1, 1)(X 5, 1, O)(X2, 1, 1) :> (X~, 2, O)(X G, 2, 1) bc(X 5, 2, 1) X2 I 
(X~, 2, O)(X~, 2, 1) bc(X 5, 2, 1) X2l 
(X 3 , 2, O)(X o , 2, 1)bcc 1 
(x~, 2, o)(G, 2, 1)b~ 
13: (X~, 1, O)(X 4 , 1, 1) ~ (Xa, 2, O)(X o , 2, l) b I (X3,2,  O)(X 4 , 2, 1)b 
14:)22 ~ c I (Xs, 1, O)(X2,1, 1) 
15: (X, ,  2, 1)X 4 ~ (Xa, 2, 1) XGX 4 I (-323,2, 1)X4X 4 
16: (X~, 2, 1) X6X 4 ~ aX6X ~ 
17: (X 3 , 2, 1) X4X ~ ~ aX4X~ 
18: X~X~ ~ (Xa, 1, 0)(X~, 1, 1)b 
19: (X~, 1, 0)(Xz, 1, 1) ~ c(X~, 2, 1)Xzl cc 
20: (X~ , 2, 1)X~ ~ cX 2 
21: X~X~ ~ bb. 
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(21/2)k  47 2, b6k_ ~ = (21/2)k 2 - -  (31/2)k q- 5, b6k_ 5 = (21/2)k z - -  (35/2)k 47 7 for  
k>~l .  
The  asymptot ic  behav iour  of sn is g iven  by  
7 
S n ~ -~n.  
Let  y(y ,  1, z) ~ " = E~=o p~(z)y  . 
Hence  
p,~(z) - (~ + z~ + z ~) p,~_l(Z) + (z~ + z~ + ~)  p.,_~(z) - z%._~(z) 
z a for  m = 2 
= - - z  ~ for m = 4 
0 o therwise  
g iv ing  the  so lut ion  
Z 3 
p,~(z) = (1 - -  z2)(1 - -  z) ((1 - -  z~-*)(1 - -  z 2~-2) - -  (1 - -  z'~-~)(1 - -  z2~-4)), 
and  po(Z) = p l (~)  = O. 
Let  
Hence  
m/>2 
oo 
'iq,~O 
r .Cy) - -  y r~_ l (y  ) - -  yr~_2(y ) q- (y2 _ y)r,~_a(y ) q_ Y%n-4(Y)  
I y2 for  n = 3 
4- y2r.z_5(y ) - -  yZr.~_G(y ) =- - -y '  for n = 6 
0 o therwise  
g iv ing  the  so lut ion  
1 
r61c(Y) - -  1 - -  y2  (y2k+l  _j_ y2k+2 _}_ y2k+a _ yak+l _ ya~+= _ y.k+l)  
1 
r6'~-*(Y) - -  1 - -  y2 (y2k+~ @ 2y2k+2 _ ya~+l _ ya~+2 _ y,k) 
1 
r"k-2(Y) = 1 - -  yg (2y2k+l + y2k+~ __ yak __ ya~+~ __ y.k-~) 
1 
r6k-a(Y) - -  1 - -  y2 (y2k @ y2k+l @ y2V+2 __ yak __ ya~+l __ yGk--2) 
1 
r~-4(Y)  - -  1 - -  y2 (y2k 47 2y e1~+1 - -  yak--1 __ yak __ y6k-a) 
1 
r6"-5(Y) - -  1 - -  y2 (2Y 2k q- y=k+. _ yak-x _ yak _ y~,,-,) 
for  k >~ 1 and  ro(y ) = O. 
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